ABSTRACT

This article summarizes the issue of Indonesian curriculum reform in policy and local wisdom. The perspectives on science education influence the analysis and discussions. This paper is part of a position paper (PP) in which the writers tailored their ideas based on their experiences and literature review. The views regarding curriculum policy, science local wisdom, and ethnoscience were developed based on theoretical and empirical literature regarding these issues. The discussion is divided into five parts: curriculum policy and policy borrowing, philosophy of Indonesian local wisdom, cultural-based learning, science local wisdom and ethnoscience, and policy borrowing versus local wisdom. The significance of the results gives a view to the government, academicians, policymakers, and educational communities.

INTRODUCTION

In response to globalization, rethinking the curriculum to equip the young generation for better education in the future is an essential suggestion. One form of rethinking the curriculum is the curriculum change as a result of government policy, the influence of public and media supervisory, the result of the standardized test such as TIMSS, PISA, PIRLS, or by previous research findings (Brown & Beswick, 2014; Suprapto, 2016; Ningsh & Jha, 2021). Countries in Asia-pacifc that succeed in their educational reform, such as Singapore and South Korea, reduced the amount of knowledge that young people have to learn to make more room for creativity, according to their previous research findings. In Taiwan, new education efforts are grasped from an exemplar for integrating the combined ideas of globalization and localization. These terms trigger the concept of “glocalization: think globally act locally.” Even all reform programs implemented in Taiwan’s education system have controlled significant academic field changes (Chou & Ching, 2012). Besides, China proposed three wisdom traditions: Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism, in their curriculum as stated in the Hangzhou model (Hua et al., 2014).

Indonesia, as a developing country, uses the basic government policy and the results of TIMSS and PISA tests as a reference in their curriculum reform. Recently, Indonesia changed its curriculum to K-13 (Indonesian Curriculum of 2013). Even less than ten years, the curriculum has changed in the absence of a comprehensive research study. Consequently, there is an impression that the disassembly of building a curriculum that applies is normal. However, the evaluation of the previous curriculum’s implementation was not finished, but the new curriculum immediately followed it. A series of the implemented curriculum was an excellent idea, but the implementations were still far from satisfactory. The main obstacle is the evaluation of the implemen-
tation and supervision aspects since the extent of Indonesia and the unequal of human resource capability, in this case, is the teachers.

Empiric evidence and previous research showed the development of local wisdom in Indonesia include local wisdom in elementary schools (Andriana et al., 2017); junior high schools (Suastra, 2010; Suastra et al., 2011; Damayanti et al., 2013; Khusniati, 2014; Andriana et al., 2017; Dwianto et al., 2017; Kurniawati et al., 2017; Suastra, 2017; Septiani, 2020); senior high schools (Suastra, 2013; Ardan et al., 2015; Hidyanto et al., 2016; Suastra et al., 2017; Hartini et al., 2018); higher education and society (Meliono, 2011; Ardan et al., 2015; Atmojo, 2015; Parmin et al., 2015; Rusilowati et al., 2015; Ratana–Ubol, 2016; Susilawati et al., 2016; Setiawan et al., 2017; Toharudin & Kurniawan, 2017; Atmojo et al., 2018; Septiani, 2020).

The writers highlighted two main problems addressed in this paper: (1) how is curriculum policymaking?; (2) To what extent do local wisdom exist in Indonesia? Pinar (2014) stated that the rational reconstruction of the curriculum field in the US emphasizes two points: the study of the past of the area and the international scholarly exchange of research, ideas, and concept. There would be no harm if the thought were used in Indonesia. Therefore, considering the curriculum policy, we highlighted the importance of adopting research findings from countries that are already established it. Hence, the term of policy borrowing becomes necessary to be disclosed. Based on the history in sociocultural aspects, Indonesia has a strong foundation based on local wisdom. Both thoughts would be discussed in this paper. This article aims to highlight the issue of Indonesian curriculum reform in policy and local wisdom from science education perspectives and our academic background.

**METHODS**

This paper is part of a position paper (PP) in which the writers tailored their ideas based on their experiences and literature review. A PP must establish a merged voice in areas where controversy occurs based upon numerous practices. Typically, “a PP should elucidate the knowledge gap, followed by an evidence-based review of options, leading to an endorsed position” (Bala et al., 2018). A PP should represent more than the views or consensus of the writers but should present current thoughts and practices. According to Fleming (2020), there are at least five steps in presenting a position paper, as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The Steps in Presenting Position Paper (Fleming, 2020)](image)

In conducting preliminary research, various methods are used to produce position papers, such as perception on curriculum reform of the specific country. This study utilized Khan’s research and the writers’ previous research method. The step comprises of five headings: “framing problems for a review, identifying relevant work, assessing the quality of studies, summarizing the evidence, and interpreting the findings” (Khan et al., 2003; Suprapto & Pai, 2015; Suprapto, 2016; Suprapto et al., 2017). Meanwhile, in creating an outline, there are five essential issues: (1) introducing our topic with some basic background information; (2) introducing possible objections to our position; (3) supporting and acknowledging the opposing points; (4) explaining that our position is still the best one, despite the strength of counter-arguments; and (5) summarizing our argument and restating our position (Fleming, 2020). Accordingly, this paper’s discussion is divided into five parts: curriculum policy and policy borrowing, philosophy of Indonesian local wisdom, cultural-based learning, science local wisdom and ethnoscience, and policy borrowing versus local wisdom.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The recognition of the education system as an authoritative social institution to empower Indonesian civil society to become intellectual people is one of Indonesian education's visions. The new policy on curriculum is intended to authorize teachers for developing learning activities relevant to the students’ needs, the real condition of the school, and the necessity to link it to the surroundings. Central Government is responsible for developing a competency-based-school level curriculum as stated on National Education System Law No. 20 enacted in July 2003 (MoNE, 2003). The Curriculum Centre of the Ministry of Education and Culture (MOEC) helps the academic stakeholders develop their curriculum by providing curriculum models that can be implemented at the school level.

Nevertheless, the above ideas are excellent, but the implementations were still far from satisfactory. One of the reasons is there is nothing wrong with the decision-making curriculum. We underline the existence of policy borrowing. “A policy borrowing approach searches the international experience, i.e., a unique, transferable best practice” (Raffe, 2011). Policy learning uses the experience for a broader range of goals, including better thoughtful one’s system, identifying trends and general pressures that affect all systems (Portnoi & Laura, 2016). In our views, learning from other countries’ experiences and especially from the countries believed to represent best practice by policymakers is one of a significant policy borrowing. For instance, about 40 years ago, Indonesian education equivalent to Malaysia but now is far behind. Even in the 1970s, many Malaysian lecturers studied in Indonesia, but the opposite situation happened. Many Indonesian students pursue their master’s and doctoral degrees in Malaysia. It may be that it is time for Indonesia to borrow curriculum policy from Malaysia or surrounding countries, such as Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan, Japan, Korea, and others. Perhaps, in this way, the education curriculum in Indonesia is not only useful in their ideas but also becomes essential in the implementation process. On the other hand, some educational experts argued that Indonesia experienced a negative situation due to the careless recruitment of teachers, the quality of teaching institutions for prospective teachers is not good, and student input for prospective teachers is “the third tier.”

Lingard (2010) noted that “policy borrowing must be accompanied by policy learning to be effective, which takes account of research on the effects of the policy that will be borrowed in the source system, learning from that and then applying that knowledge to the borrowing system through careful consideration of national and local histories, cultures, and others.” Therefore, policy borrowing becomes a reason for a country to reform its curriculum. In conclusion, policy borrowing must be followed by an excellent teaching-learning process and still consider local historical heritage, customs, and local wisdom. Indonesia, with nearly 17,000 islands and about 250 million populations, can be explored its local culture. In the next section, we describe the stages of policy borrowing in education and analyze some examples of policy borrowing in education (science education) that have been integrated into the Indonesian curriculum. This effort is useful for other countries in which they have the same situation, like in Indonesia.

Table 1. The Process of Policy Borrowing in Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Substages</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cross-National Attraction (CNA) | Impulses-externalizing potential | CNA stage includes impulses and externalizing potential.
| | Theoretical-phoney-realistic/practical decisions-quick fix decision | Meanwhile, impulses relate to an academic investigation of the situation in an external environment and perceptions of other approaches to educational inquiries. Indeed, the distortion or exaggeration of evidence from abroad to highlight perceived deficiencies at home has also influenced CNA (Phillips, 2000). On the other hand, adjusting philosophy, enabling structures, goals, processes, strategies, and techniques are belongs to externalizing potential. |
| Decision                | Theoretical-phoney-realistic/practical decisions-quick fix decision | The second stage involves an extensive variability of measures through which government and policymakers attempt to initiate the process of change. |
| Implementation          | Support-vs-resistance            | This stage constitutes the adaptation, and a new model will be subjected to the borrower system. |
| Internalization/Indigenization | the existing system impact-absorption of external features-synthesis-evaluation | ‘Internalization,’ or ‘indigenization’ of policy, becomes part of the borrower country’s educational system. It is possible to evaluate its effects on the pre-existing provisions in education. |

Phillips and Ochs (2003) postulated ‘borrowing’ as a series of four principal processes: “(1) Cross-National Attraction (Impulses and Externalizing Potential); (2) Decision; (3) Implementation; and (4) Internalization/Indigenization”. Through these processes, the country implements best practices from the target country.

The following are some examples of policy borrowing in education and science education integrated into the Indonesian curriculum. First, the discussion of the five pillars of Indonesia’s education system adapted from four pillars of learning from UNESCO is exemplified. Second, the borrowing of science curriculum framework influenced by the Singaporean science curriculum framework is also illustrated. Third, the narrative of 3N and 5N local wisdom and its connection with traditional and constructive learning is also depicted.

Based on UNESCO, the curriculum should be reorganized and restructured around the four pillars of learning: “learning to know, learning to do, learning to live together, and learning to be” (UNESCO, 1996). ‘Learning to know’ represents acquiring some information as factual knowledge. It emphasizes rote learning or conventional curriculum rather than focuses on the mastering of knowledge themselves. ‘Learning to know’ presumes to learn, relating to memory and thought. ‘Learning to do’ implies an alteration form of skill or competence. It also represents a mix of higher-order skills specific to each individual. ‘Learning to live together’ denotes the development of such qualities as knowledge and understanding of self and others; respect of other people, cultures, and value systems; appreciation of the diversity and an awareness of the similarities between; empathy in caring and sharing; and capability of resolving conflicts; and many more. ‘Learning to be’ implies “a curriculum aiming at cultivating qualities of creativity; developing critical thinking and training independent judgment; attaining human values; and emerging aspects of a person’s potential: reasoning, physical capacity, memory, social skills, and communication” (Fauré, 1972).

The results of policy borrowing can be seen in the following five pillars of the Indonesian education system:

![Science curriculum framework in Singapore](image)

(a). Science curriculum framework in Singapore (MOE, 2008)

![Science curriculum framework in Indonesia](image)

(b). Science curriculum framework in Indonesia (Kemdikbud, 2016)

**Figure 2.** Adaptation of Indonesian Science Curriculum Framework from Singaporean Framework (a) through Policy Borrowing and (b) the Indonesian framework was translated into English by the authors

First, learning to believe and convince the Almighty God. Trusting and believing in the Almighty God does not exist in the 4 (four) UNESCO pillars. Indonesia is a beautiful country that upholds religious values; therefore, this pillar is included in the pillars of learning in Indonesia. As for the implementation process, this pillar has already existed with religious subjects and civics who teach character and trust in the Almighty God. Furthermore, now, even in the purpose of learning, it has included a spiritual element in Competence-1 (K1).

Second, learning to know. This pillar learns to know about how to gain knowledge, understanding with existing media. Media can be in the form of books, the internet, and other technologies. Technology to support the advancement of science is rapidly growing. Almost all
information gathered from various parts of the world can be easily accessed by the internet. The implementation of this pillar has been running in Indonesia. The process of learning, reading, memorizing, and listening in class is implementing this pillar.

Third, learning to do/work. Learning to do or work is inseparable from learning to know because actions are inseparable from science. Learning to do or work, in essence, is related to vocational. So, learning to work is an effort always to do and practice skills for professionalism at work to meet the demands of work in the community.

The fourth pillar is learning to live together because people have different backgrounds. Especially in the current era of globalization, people from various ethnic, racial, religious, educational backgrounds, and many more. Wingard et al. (2020) people will be incorporated into an environment in the community; therefore, mutual help and respect are needed to create an orderly and safe society so that it is always necessary to learn to live together.

The fifth pillar is learning to be or develop as a whole related to the demands of an increasingly complicated life so that it takes a character in the individual. It is learning to become an optimally developed person who has the right and balance in his personality, moral, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, and social. All individuals are required to develop all aspects of their lives to fulfill that. Regardless of whom the individual will be and what his important work is, he becomes a prominent figure. Figure 2(a) describes the science curriculum framework in Singapore across all levels from primary to pre-university.

The framework was conceptualized from theories into the practice of inquiry science, piloted by a set of preferred outcomes of education and vision of Singaporean science education (Chin & Poon, 2014). The development of the high school science curriculum is carried out to achieve the dimensions of knowledge competence, scientific work, and scientific attitudes as daily behavior in interacting with society, the environment, and technology, as illustrated in Figure 2(b). The figure also shows that students can apply the Natural Sciences competencies learned in schools to become behaviors in people’s lives and utilize society and the environment as a learning source.

In previous research, Local Wisdom as knowledge related to experience in trying and integrated with an understanding of the culture and natural conditions of a place (Mungmachon 2012; Pornpimon et al., 2014; Ratana, 2016; Dwianto et al., 2017; Setiawan et al., 2017; Suastra et al., 2017; Atmojo et al., 2018; Hartini et al., 2018). Indonesian people have confidence associated with the willingness to exchange researches, ideas, and concepts. However, that will be discussed here only the things that stand out and are entrenched in the communities. In Table 2, the philosophy of achieving knowledge of original Indonesian people was influenced by the culture of Mainland China and the Middle East. Therefore, some idioms become beliefs in the community. These beliefs have already been entrenched in the community and delivered hereditary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Some Idioms based on the Philosophy of Indonesian Local Wisdom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idiom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuntutlah ilmu walau ke negeri China (Indonesian language)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arabic language; read: urthubul’ilmawalaufis shin)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, the second local wisdom is “Patrap Triloka” (Ana et al., 2009). It was first familiarized in 1931 by R.M. Suwardi Surjaningrat [well known as Ki Hajar Dewantara], the Indonesian Founding Father of Education. As a great educator, his popular article was —“Al-sikeens Nederlander was” (“If I were a Dutchman”), which sarcastically criticized the Dutch colonialism in Indonesia (Dewantara, 1962; Su-parlan, 2018). He established “Taman Siswa,” an old school that cultivated Indonesian people by equipping them with nationalistic views as part of his political efforts for Indonesian independence. He was also profoundly concerned with the education of the indigenous people in Indonesia.” Ing Ngarso Sung Tuladha; Ing Madya Mangun Karsa; Tut Wuri Handayani” (“at the front providing a model, in the middle creating
an intention, and at the back giving valuable support”) became a well-known motto in his life (Dewantara, 1962; Ana et al., 2009). However, his philosophy on education reflected by the motto is still relevant now. Additionally, Indonesia has also been inspired by the spirit of 3N. According to him, the 3N is “Niteni” (to observe in detail intentionally), “Nirokake” (to imitate constructively), and “Nambahi” (to develop, to add, and to modify). The extension of 3N is 5N by adding Nulari and Ngrembagake. The comparison of traditional, constructive, and the extent of 3N local-wisdom based learning approach or 5N is showed in Table 3.

Table 3. The Indonesia Local-wisdom 5N

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional learning (Duschl &amp; Gitomer, 1991)</th>
<th>Constructive learning (Duschl &amp; Gitomer, 1991)</th>
<th>Local-wisdom 5N (Ana et al., 2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific knowledge</td>
<td>Knowledge about science</td>
<td>Niteni (to observe in detail intentionally)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What we know</td>
<td>How and why we know</td>
<td>Nirokake (to imitate constructively)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasizes wholly developed final form of reasoning and explanations</td>
<td>Emphasizes knowledge, growth, and explanation development</td>
<td>Nambahi (to develop, to add, and modify)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth of knowledge</td>
<td>Depth of knowledge</td>
<td>Nulari (to disseminate and to continuously improve)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic scientific knowledge</td>
<td>Conceptualized science knowledge</td>
<td>Ngrembakake (to grow and to give a multiplied benefit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the Oxford dictionary of new words, the term “glocal” and the process noun “glocalization” are “formed by combining global and local to make a blend.” According to Roudmeyof (2016), “glocalization means creating products or services intended for the global market but customized to suit the local cultures.” Many researchers used the term “think globally, act locally” to express glocalization. For example, Tien and Talley (2012) established the types of curriculum required for “glocalization” to ensure that will allow students to communicate more effectively. Furthermore, glocalization could be a real and new prospect, being characterized by some extrinsic features (Shamsuddoha, 2008): “universality (it addresses to actors of both developed and developing countries), concreteness (emerging from its tendency to assess the results of policies and actions), mobilize human energy (spurring de-bureaucratized public administrations, socially-oriented enterprises, volunteers, and individuals towards a glocal action), sustainability (it addresses a double orientation to exploit both local and global opportunities, also referring to powerful political and economic actors.”

To achieved glocalization in the curriculum, we propose cultural-based learning (CBL) in science education. Through CBL, the idea of glocalization bridges the impact of globalization and the extent of local wisdom or the effect of localization in science education. Indonesia is known as a nation and country that is rich in cultural treasures and traditions. Each island and region has its peculiarities in customs, traditional food and drink, traditional clothing, regional specialties, language, and regional arts. All of which are local wisdom and culture. Each region will undoubtedly vary from one another. The culture and local wisdom of an area need to be continuously developed and preserved to become part of the archipelago’s wealth derived from generation to generation. The development of information and technology, as well as the globalization era, has influenced the development and preservation of local culture and wisdom (Baker & Taylor, 1995; Aikenhead & Jegede, 1999). Most people now, especially the younger generation, begin to forget the local culture and wisdom in their area. They are more familiar with fast food than local foods, prefer and begin to imitate the lifestyle and culture of other countries, such as K-Pop, Punk, Hip-Hop, and others. The globalization era that threatens the national cultural customs with the understanding of materialism, hedonism, and individualism is a challenge that must be addressed immediately.

The function of tradition and cultural arts in people’s lives can be used as a medium of education, information, entertainment, social control tools, and maintenance of values and norms and customs that develop in the community. Local wisdom and regional culture can be a source of learning for students because students who come to school already have initial knowledge (pre-concept) and bring cultural values from their families and regional communities (Aikenhead & Jegede, 1999).
Cultural-Based Learning in the Indonesian 2013 curriculum brings together schools and communities in the educational dimension. The implementation of the curriculum structure developed in 2013 is holistically based on science (natural, social, and cultural) (Permendikbud, 2013; Rhosalia, 2017). Through ethnoscience-based learning, students will make direct observations so that students can identify scientific questions, explaining phenomena scientifically, and can make conclusions (Baker & Taylor, 1995; Cobern & Aikenhead, 1997). Cultural knowledge is not only about local wisdom but also abstract knowledge contained in the culture itself (i.e., the philosophy of community life). It can be developed in the theme of learning so that cultural values can become character development as students. Ethnography is very relevant to the foundation of the 2013 curriculum development philosophy. The curriculum was developed using philosophy: (a) Education is rooted in national culture to build the nation's life today and in the future. It means that the 2013 curriculum was developed based on the diverse Indonesian culture and directed to build a better nation's life in the future; (b) Learners are creative heirs of national culture. The 2013 curriculum positions cultural excellence to be studied, applied, and manifested in personal life, social interactions, and the life of the nation today; (c) Education is aimed at developing intellectual smartness and academic brilliance through disciplinary education; (d) Education is purposed to shape a better present and future life from the past for human and nation (Hartanto, 2013; Beach et al., 2018).

The success of the learning process in schools is strongly influenced by the academic community’s cultural background where the school is placed. The statement is similar to what was stated by Othman et al. (2015), which stated that in addition to philosophical, psychological, and scientific, and technological foundations, sociocultural foundations must be considered in curriculum development because education is always contained values that must be following the values prevailing in the community. Therefore, curriculum planning and implementation became more an innovative process rather than a predetermined value (Putrié, 2017).

Learning is rarely found by integrating ethnoscience-based learning in learning methods, learning materials, and learning assessment. Attempts to integrate ethnoscience-based learning into school learning curricula to accommodate cultural differences in learners, utilize cultural resources as a source of learning content, and use them as a starting point for developing culture. Thus, culture-based learning influences the learning process of students, including 1) positive influence will emerge if the learning at school that is being studied is in harmony with the daily cultural knowledge of students. This learning process is called learning enculturation; 2) learning-centered on students will run effectively because assimilation and learning accommodation will run effectively. It can support students to solve learning problems by integrating knowledge and experience in everyday life.

The word ethnoscience is derived from the word ethnos (Greek), which means nation, and Scientia (Latin) means knowledge. Therefore, ethnoscience is the knowledge possessed by a cultural community (George, 1991). According to Moore (1998), ethnoscience is a cultural study branch that seeks to understand how indigenous people understand their nature. Natives usually have a life ideology and philosophy that influences their survival. On this basis, it can be stated that ethnoscience is one of the new ethnographic forms. Through ethnics, cultural researchers will build a theory that the grass-root does not have to adopt western cultural theories that are not necessarily relevant. Research into ethnics on cultural phenomena is always ‘ethno’ or ‘folk-based.’ The presence of ethnoscience will indeed give fresh air to cultural research (Davison & Miller, 1998). Therefore, there are indeed many cultural researchers who systematically utilize ethnics’ studies. Indeed, there are no similar opinions regarding the term ethics among the researcher’s culture. Some call cognition anthropology, ethnographic semantics, and descriptive semantics (Spradley, 1979). These various terms arise because each expert gives a different emphasis, but the essence is to find a scientific level of cultural studies.

Ethnoscience is a learning approach that implements regional culture or local wisdom as objects of learning science. Ethnoscience can be defined as a tool of knowledge possessed by a society/ethnic group obtained by using specific methods and following certain procedures that are part of a particular community tradition, and its truth can be tested empirically (George, 1991; Davison & Miller, 1998). Students no longer view science as a foreign culture that they must learn but view science as a culture and local wisdom that they already recognize in their daily lives. With this ethnoscience approach, students are
taught to transform or reconstruct original science (knowledge that develops in society) into scientific science related to the material being studied.

The science learning model based on local wisdom can be done by reconstructing indigenous science (local/original science) into western science or scientific science. Application of science learning model based on local wisdom is by observing a culture that exists in the community to reconstruct further the scientific concepts that ultimately can foster the value of the conservation character of students. Model of learning based on local wisdom is done by reconstructing original science. Reconstruction is meant to be rearranging or translating original science into concepts of western science or scientific science. This original science is obtained through observing the cultures in the community. Therefore, it can be said that this learning model is based on local wisdom because it is obtained from indigenous knowledge or local genius of a society that comes from the noble values of cultural traditions to regulate the order of community life to achieve community progress both in creating peace and improvement of community welfare. Through the reconstruction of original science, applications will be obtained from scientific concepts to deepen science concepts mastery. It certainly shows that a culture that has taken root in our nation has values that are very beneficial for human life. The following vignettes are the example of ethnoscience, the model of science learning based on local wisdom.

**Figure 3.** The Vignettes of Ethnoscience in Indonesian (ReogPonorogo and SedekahLaut)
Many benefits of policy borrowing can be adapted from other countries, and on the other hand, there is much Indonesian local wisdom. The most important thing is how to optimize the two concepts to run sustainably and in synergy in the country. One way is to maintain the identity (Jati Diri) of the nation, to screen various policies from other countries that do not conflict with local potential and local wisdom in Indonesia. For this reason, the synergy between globalization and localization is necessary. Figure 4 illustrates a positive quadrant of policy borrowing and local wisdom. Accordingly, the concept of glocalization must be gradually introduced, developed, and implemented. The balance between the globalization effect and glocalization should be addressed. Therefore, an effort to maintain local science (indigenous science) is necessary.

Figure 4. The Positive Quadrant of Policy Borrowing and Local Wisdom

Ogawa (1999) and Cronje et al. (2015) stated that one of the intuitive sciences is social or cultural or indigenous science or original science. Snively & Corsiglia (2001) emphasized that original science is related to scientific knowledge gained through oral culture in a place that has long been occupied. This knowledge is a part of their culture derived from their views on the universe relatively believed by the community. However, the original science, a sub-culture of the community group, was not fully realized and received less attention from science education experts and science teachers in Indonesia.

CONCLUSION

The paper has already presented five main headings regarding Indonesian curriculum reform from the perspectives of science education, including (1) curriculum policy and policy borrowing; (2) philosophy of Indonesian local wisdom; (3) cultural-based learning; (4) science local wisdom and ethnoscience; and (5) policy borrowing versus local wisdom. Each heading has a significant relationship with the other. Starting from the curriculum context, Indonesia has nationally established several curriculum changes, such as implementing the new curriculum since 2013. It is in line with policy borrowing efforts regarding represent best practices and gaining some other countries’ experiences. However, one crucial thing that the successful implementation of the new curriculum depends on the readiness of all parties involved at the operational level in the learning process. Policymakers in Indonesia must conduct the Indonesian Founding Father of Education to create their curriculum so that the younger generation will not forget their local wisdom. The balance between borrowing and the existence of local wisdom keeps the identity (jati diri) of the nation.

Consequently, science education learning should be integrated into cultural-based learning (CBL) and ethnoscience in most classroom activities. Finally, balancing globalization and localization through glocalization is proposed in this review paper. One effort to perform glocalization is the implementation of cultural-based learning with ethnoscience in science education.
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